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Learn

Following years of planning 

by Harold Wilson and Jennie 

Lee, The Open University 

(OU) was granted a Royal 

Charter on 23 April 1969.

1969

The fir

s

t buildings on the Walton 

Hall campus w ere opened by Earl 

Mountbatten of Burma. 

Over 42,0 00  applications were 

made for the 25,000  available 

places to study for the fir

s

t year.

1970

The fir

s

t OU courses 

w ere launched, and the 

fir

s

t broadcast was 

aired on 3 January.

1971

The OU’s fir

s

t graduation 

ceremony was broadcast 

live on BBC2 from 

Alexandra Palace.

1973

OpenLearn, the University’s 

m ajor new content 

initiative w as launched, 

making educational 

resources freely available.

2006

Beagle 2 is launched led by late 

OU academic Professor Colin 

Pillinger. While the overall 

mission w as unsuccessful, it 

increased the public’s aw areness 

of the European Space missions 

and The Open University.

2003

The Library launched Open 

Libr@ry, providing OU students 

and staff with access to online 

journals and resources.

2000

The 25th Anniversary of 

the OU’s fir

s

t graduation 

ceremony and the 

200,000th graduate.

1998

The OU launched its iTunes U 

project, which had over 1 m illion 

downloads in only 4 months.

2008

iSpot, the OU’s social 

media site for identifying 

nature w as launched.

2009

The OU’s iTunes U service 

reached 20  million downloads, 

and Open Research Online, the 

OU’s research repository marked 

its 1 millionth visitor.

2010

The OU creates FutureLearn, 

now the largest social online 

learning platform in Europe 

with almost 9 million people 

signed up w orldw ide.

2012
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Over 6,000  OU television and 

radio programmes had been 

produced by 1981 through 

the OU / BBC partnership.

1981

The OU w on the popular 

ITV/ BBC TV series University 

Challenge for the fir

s

t time.

1984

The Queen visited the 

OU’s W alton Hall campus 

in Milton Keynes.

1979

Over 38,500 students had 

graduated w ith the OU by 

1980, and 130 undergraduate 

courses w ere being offered.

1980

The OU’s Knowledge Media 

Institute (KMi) w as founded 

to create and study future 

technologies.

1995

The OU celebrates its 

100,000th graduate and 

m ore than 20 ,00 0  tons of 

study materials has been 

sent to students. 

1990

The OU launched a service to 

validate the degrees of other 

academic institutions.

1992

The Open University celebrates its 

50th anniversary as the largest 

university in the UK, one of the 

largest in Europe and an unrivalled 

reach across the world.

2019

Blue Planet II, co-produced 

by the OU, reached over 14m 

people per episode, and 

created unique assets for 

teaching and learning.

2018

OU space scientists 

contribute to historic 

Rosetta comet landing 

on 12 November after 

ten-year space mission. 

2014

The OU fin

d

s evidence of water 

on Mars and OpenSTEM 

laboratories launched. 

2015

The OU launched 

the Business School.
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Design to

help learners to learn 





Learning Design is interested in designing for student engagement with                                

activities, learning tools, materials and communities.

Two key purposes:

1. Module / Qualification design 

2. Quality enhancement

Learning Design @ OU



...supports the development, analysis and sharing of these plans

(Diego et al., 2008)

A set of design templates is used to capture and share the structures and 

approaches of a unit of learning (rather than unstructured text 

descriptions). These make the designs more visible and explicit, and can 

be used to share ‘good practice’. 

Visualising the design





Example: workload

Impact on pedagogy:

1. Review workload throughout design

2. Build tools to do this



Toetenel, L. and Rienties, B. (2016) Learning Design – creative design to visualise learning activities. Open Learning.







• Runs for 6 or 9 months 

(30 or 60 UK credits)

• 300 or 600 hours of study 

(8-16 ‘directed’ hours per 

week)

• Students study part-time from 

home (or work, bus, train, prison, 

submarine…)

• Increasing numbers starting to 

chose full-time study intensity 

for all or part of their studies

• Students in groups of around 

15-20 with an assigned tutor

TYPICAL OU MODULE

• Learning activities delivered 

primarily through the module 

website using:

o A weekly study planner

o Face-to-face or online 

tutorials

o Sometimes augmented with 

books and other learning 

resources



OU LEARNING SYSTEMS IN NUMBERS

• 180k active users (students/staff) of the VLE 

every year 

• Around 450 live module websites, and 

5000+ historical sites

• Over 1 million transactions per day, forum 

views per day averages 170,000, unique 

users per day averages 35,000 peaks at 

50,000

• 700,000 quiz attempts per year, 6 million 

quiz questions answered per year



USER CENTRED DESIGN PRINCIPLES

• Strong evidence base built from academic and 

user research

• Across design of platforms, tools and

curriculum design

• Using ‘Universal Design’ principles of

Accessibility

• Focus on activity-led rather than

content-driven design

• Leveraging cross-University technical, 

pedagogical, and content knowledge expertise 

to enhance and transform student outcomes



PLATFORM DESIGN: SUPPORTING SEVEN STUDY BEHAVIOURS

22



SUBJECT WEBSITE



MODULE WEBSITE: STUDY PLANNER



MODULE WEBSITE:  OFFLINE FORMATS DOWNLOADS PAGE



MODULE WEBSITE: ACTIVITY PAGE



M ACCESSIBLE INTERACTIVE 

MEDIA PLAYER

Maximising student success at The Open 

University by creating inclusive, immersive 

multimedia learning experiences



ACCESSIBLE, INTERACTIVE, MEDIA DELIVERY

• Works in all modern browsers and 

most devices

• Allows people with impaired sight, 

hearing, manual dexterity and other 

problems to consume video and 

audio with ease.

• Transforms learning with video from a 

passive exercise in consumption to a 

critical and exploratory activity.

• Features designed to help disabled 

people turn out to have major 

benefits for all users. Winning all 

round.





ADOBE CONNECT

Basic layout for students on different devices



ONLINE TUTORIALS AND CONFERENCING

• Students can collaborate in breakout 

rooms and edit preloaded content on the 

‘whiteboard’ (e.g. an article or diagram).

• Other features such as sharing software 

applications and internet tours.

• Real-time communication 
using presentations, text 
chat, audio and video. Also 
includes polling and micro-
quiz options.

• Mainly a tutor–student 
conferencing facility for 
tutorials, group work, 
lectures and seminars. Can 
also be used as a student–
student peer support 
environment.



OPENSTUDIO



FORUMS

• Easy to use: utilises well-known 

web technology

• Ideal for in-module multi-directional 

communication 

(student–student, staff–student, 

student–staff)

• Asynchronous: time to think and 

reflect

• Students can collaborate and create content together

• Participation reports can be accessed by tutors

• Supportive environment: active moderation, seeded 
icebreakers and activities



RESPONDING TO CHANGING STUDENT EXPECTATIONS

Navigation

Consistent

Mobile

Responsive

Relevant

Control
Interaction

Discovery

Clear Engaging

Rich

Exciting

Findable

Accessible

Personal

Inspiring

Intuitive





Measure what matters
What you measure changes what you do













Findings: Patterns in Learning Design
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Students on assimilative constructivist modules 

are most satisfied



Students on assimilative constructivist modules 

are most satisfied

Students on communicative socio-constructivist 

modules are most engaged



Students on assimilative constructivist modules 

are most satisfied

Students on communicative socio-constructivist 

modules are most engaged

Students on assimilative constructivist modules 

are least likely to be retained



“learning design strongly influences behaviour, 

experience and performance” 

Bart Rienties

Rienties, B., Toetenel, L., Bryan, A. (2015). “Scaling up” learning design: impact of learning design activities on 

LMS behavior and performance. Learning Analytics Knowledge conference.







Integrated

Collaborative

Engaging

Balanced

Economical

Reflective

Gradual



 Playful learning

 Learning with robots

 Decolonising learning

 Drone-based learning

 Learning through wonder

 Action learning

 Place-based learning

 Making thinking visible

 Roots of empathy

 Spaced Learning



Is this essay 

any good?



Feeding back to learners: OpenEssayist



Visual feedback 

on essays

Low mark High mark Prize winning

Denise Whitelock













Issues

How much design do we need to capture?

How can we make support suit the individual?

How do we bring together all we need to measure?

How do make improvements during activities?


